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Generalization of a theorem of Alexandroff arid Urysohn. 
By G. FODOR in Szeged. 
ALEXANDROFF and URYSOHN [1] proved the following theorem. If to 
every ordinal number a of the second class there corresponds an ordinal 
number ,«(«) such that /.i(cc) < a, then there exists a non-denumerable set of 
ordinal numbers a of the second class such that the corresponding,«(«) are 
all equal. BEN DUSHNIK [2] proved the following more general result. If to 
every ordinal number a < wr+i there corresponds an ordinal number ;/(«) 
such that (¿(a) < a, then there exists an ordinal number /? such that the equa-
tion ¡.i(«) = /? has KR+I solutions. ERDOS [3] proved that the following gener-
alisation holds. If 0)r is not confinal. to a> and to every ordinal number 
a < (o.„ there corresponds an ordinal number fi(a) such that ;<(«) < « , then 
there exists an ordinal number /?< cov and a subset N of W(o>,) = {a: u < o>r) 
such that N is confinal to W(cor) and fi(cc) ^ (i for every c.^N. NOVAK [ 4 ] 
proved the following theorem. If M is a closed subset of the type w1 of W(<»i) 
and to every element a £ M there corresponds an ordinal number /t(a) such 
that p{cc)<a, then there exists a non-denumerable set of-ordinal numbers 
a M such that the corresponding fi(«) are all equal. NEUMER [5] proved 
the following more general result. Let A> a> be a regular ordinal number of 
the second kind and M a subset of W(A). If W(A)—M does not contain 
a closed subset similar to W(A) and to every element a £ M there corres-
ponds an ordinal number ¡¿(a) such that ,«(«) < a then there exists a set of 
ordinal numbers a similar to W(A) such that the corresponding n(a) 
are all equal. 
In the present-paper we shall prove by a modification of the method 
of DUSHNIK and NOVAK a theorem which contains all the preceding theorems. 
Theorem. Let A be an ordinal number of the second kind which is not 
confinal to a» and M a subset of W(A)= {a: a<A}. Suppose that to every 
element a£M there corresponds an ordinal number f(a) such that /(«) < a. 
If W(A)—M does not contain a closed subset confinal to W(A)X), then there 
exists an ordinal number .T < A and a subset N of M such that N is confi-
nal to W(A) and f(a) ^ .T for every a£N. 
A subset R of VK(A) is called closed if the limit of any fundamental sequence 
of elements of R belongs to R whenewer this limit is smaller than A. W e call a subset S 
of W(A) confinal to W(A) if for every V £ there is a FT£S such that F< > V. 
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. P r o o f . Put D = {/(«) }«ei tn (W(A)—M). We shall consider two cases : 
1) the set D is not confinal to W(A), 
2) the set D is confinal to W(A). 
Ad 1) : S i n c e / ( « ) < « for « £ Ai, to every element a^M there corres-
ponds a natural number n(cc) such that 
. fiViDr) . 
Let ft> be the smallest ,u for which A is confinal to p, and-M' a subset of the 
type 0 of M confinal to W(A). As A is not confinal to to,, therefore there 
exists a natural number m and a subset {yv} of AT such that 
!;,;;}- 0 and 
It is obvious that {7,7} is confinal to W(A). Consider now the sequence 
•Mm) Am) Am) 
J (yd) > /(y,)> 7(ys)> • • • -
By the condition D is not confinal to W(A). The set {/^p} is not confinal 
to W{zL), because It follows that there exists a smallest natural 
number m0 ^ m such that the set is not'confinal to W(A). Let AT={/ ( ^; 1 ) } 
and 7c the smallest ordinal numbers ¡i for which j, for every 1} < 0 . 
Ad 2). Suppose that the theorem is false. Then to every cc £ 'M there 
exists an ordinal number cp(a)<A such that for cc' s <p(<'-), /(« ') > Let 
now M' be the set of those a £ Af, for which /(«)(£ AT. Since D is confinal 
to W(A) and f(cc) < a for every «.£ M, therefore the set M' is confinal to 
W(/l). We define by transfinite induction a set {cc,,} of elements a £ AT, 
arranged in their natural order, in the following manner. Let l ) be an 
arbitrary. element of AT and suppose that the elements a ^ A T - a r e defined 
for every q < /?(< A) such that 
f(ccn) > <:x 
for every %<:>}. If there is an ordinal number « 6 A/ such that a n < a for 
every then let a ' be the smallest such ordinal number, if ¡S is an or-
dinal number of second kind and let « ' = «„ if / ? = f + l . We define as 
the smallest cc £ Af' for which a <p(a'). In the opposite case we do not 
define ccp. By the definition the set {a,,} is confinal to W(A). 
Since W(A)—M does not contain any closed subset confinal to W(A), 
there exists an ordinal number of the second kind and a fundamental sub-
sequence {«,, }{<„ of type z of {dfj} such that 
lim / ( « , , ) € M. 
-) If y f o ^ t M , then / W is the ordinal number corresponding to f f ^ . 
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Put a = lim /(«„ ). It is obvious that 
f<* 
c* — lim c.r 'f . 
since by the definition of (« i ;¡ 
Since f(a*) < iC, there exists an ordinal number £0 such that 
f{e?)<av 
feu 
This is impossible, since a > a + L <¡P(«IJ ) and by the definition /(«*)•> . 
The theorem is proved. 
R e m a r k . The theorem can not be improved by weakening the assump-
tion that W(A)—M does not contain a closed subset confinal to W(A). (See 
the proof of theorem 4 of [5].) 
Added in proof. BACHMANN [6] proved the following theorem. Lt í A be an 
ordinal number of the second, kind which is not confinal to w and M a clo-
sed subset of W(A) similar to W(A). If to every c.^M there corresponds 
an ordinal number ,«(«) such that ,«(«) < a, then there exists an ordinal 
number <A. and a set N of ordinal number a^M such that N is-confinal to 
W(A) and for every cc£N. (This is contained in our theorem. See 
the theorem 2 of § 7 and theorem 3 of § 9 in [6].) . 
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